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Characteristics of a Two-Class Polling System Model
Zhijun Yang and Hongwei Ding
Abstract: Polling system models have a wide range of important applications including time-sharing computer
systems, industrial control, communications, and computer networks. In this paper, we propose a two-class prioritybased polling system that uses gated and exhaustive services to achieve the priority-based scheme. This model is
set up according to the method of the imbedded Markov chain theory and the generation function and explicitly
analyzes key system performance characteristics including mean queue length, cyclic time, and throughput.
Theoretical and simulation results are identical and demonstrate the efficiency of the model.
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Introduction

Polling system models have a wide range of important
applications including time-sharing computer systems,
industrial control, communications, and computer
networks[1, 2] . In communications and computer
networks particularly, medium access control schemes
are mainly classified as either polling systems or
random multiple access. In recent decades, large
polling model research projects and analyses have been
undertaken toward the development of new application
fields. Current computer network and communication
polling systems are powerful analysis tools being used
in a variety of applications[3, 4] .
A polling model[1] is a system of N queues
accessed in cyclic order by a single server. Polling
system processing consists of a message arrival
process at each queue, a switching process between
queues, and a served process by the server for
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each queue. Polling systems can be sorted into
gated, exhaustive, and limited service systems. The
improvement and optimization of polling systems
have three main considerations: the order in which
queues are served, the service regulation, and the
order in which customers of a given queue are
served. The critical performance E.x/ characteristics
used in polling system analysis are mean queue length,
cyclic time, and throughput. Analysis and research
become more difficult as the complexity of the practical
demands increase. In practical applications[5, 6] , there is
widespread demand for priority-based services. While
the study of priority-based polling system has become
necessary, the analysis is difficult and few advances
have been made[3, 7, 8] .
Polling systems generally use single service
regulation, but the wide variety of information traffic
types requires multiple-services regulation. Mixedservices regulation is more flexible than single
service, but the analysis is more challenging. A
polling system can differentiate priorities by using
multiple-services regulation and changing access
sequences. Reference [2] has proposed a design and
system optimization for priority-based applications
in polling systems. Reference [9] analyzed a system
operating under a mixed-service policy. References
[10, 11] analyzed a priority-based polling system
and its mean cyclic time. Unfortunately none of
these papers address two-class priority-based systems
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and they contain few detailed analyses. This paper
proposes a two-class priority-based polling system
that uses gated and exhaustive services to achieve
the priority-based scheme. Once this model is set
up, we explicitly analyze the E.x/ performance
characteristics of mean queue length, mean cyclic time,
and throughput. Simulation results show that the new
model efficiently differentiates priorities and meets
practical demands well.

We define the random variable i .n/ as the
number of information packets in ordinary
queue i .i D 1; 2;    ; N I i ¤ h/ at time tn ; and
h .n/ as the number of information packets in
central queue h. Then variables f1 .n/; 2 .n/;    ;
N .n/; h .n/g represent the system status at time
tn ; f1 .n /; 2 .n /;    ; N .n /; h .n /g at time tn ,
and f1 .n C 1/; 2 .n C 1/;    ; N .n C 1/; h .n C 1/g
at time tnC1 .

2

2.2

2.1

System Model
Definition

As shown in Fig. 1, the two-class priority-based polling
system consists of one central queue h in the first
class and N ordinary queues in the second class. Each
queue has a number of information packets waiting for
service. The central queue is served using exhaustive
service regulation and the ordinary queues are served
using gated service regulation. First, the central queue
h is served until it contains no more packets. Then
the server transfers to the polls in the ordinary queue
i .i D 1; 2;    ; N I i ¤ h/ and serves it using gated
service regulation. Only are those packets proceeded
that arrived before the polling time. Other packets
remain in the queue for the next poll. After queue
i finishes its service, the server switches to poll the
central queue h again, and then turns to poll queue i+1
in order. This scheme thus differentiates priorities using
the gated and exhaustive services. The central queue has
higher priority and is guaranteed better service.
The status of the system can be described by the
Markov chain theory, wherein the Markov chain is
aperiodic and ergodic[12, 13] .

Work conditions

The system work conditions are as follows.
(1) The process in which the information packets
arrive in each queue has an independent Poisson
distribution with the generation function A(z) and the
0
mean value  D A .1/ for ordinary queue Ah .z/ , and
0
h D Ah .1/ for the central queue.
(2) The serving time for a packet in any ordinary
queue follows the identical independent probability
distribution with generation function B(z) and mean
0
value ˇ D B .1/ for the ordinary queue, and generation
0
function Bh .zh / and mean value ˇh D ˇh .1/ for the
central queue.
(3) The switch time from the ordinary to the central
queue follows the identical independent probability
distribution with generation function R1 .z/ and mean
0
time 1 D R1 .1/; and the switch time from the central
to the ordinary queue does the same with generation
0
function R2 .z/ and mean time 2 D R2 .1/.
(4) Fh .zh / represents the probability generation
function for the time taken to finish the transmission
of packets arriving in the central queue and Fh .zh / D
Ah .Bh .zh .Fh .zh //// .
(5) It is not possible for information packets to get
lost.
(6) Each queue proceeds according to first in first out
(FCFS).
2.3

Generation function

The Markov chain reaches steady state under the
N
X
[14]
condition
.
i ˇi C h ˇh 6 1
i D1

Fig. 1

Two-class priority-based polling system.

Queue i receives service with gated service regulation
at time tn ; then switches to the central queue h, which
receives service with exhaustive service regulation at
time tn : Queue i+1 then receives service at time tnC1 .
At time tn ; the generation function for the system
status is
Gih .z1 ; z2 ;    ; zN ; zh / D
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At time tnC1 , the generation function for the system
status is
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3.1

System Characteristics

Mean queue length is defined as the number of packets
in queue j when queue i begins to be served at time tn .
lim

!1
z1 ; ;zN ;zh

@Gi .z1 ; z2 ;    ; zN ; zh /
;
@zj

i D 1; 2;    ; N; h; j D 1; 2;    ; N; h

(3)

The derivatives of Eqs. (1) and (2) give the mean
queue length as
N. 2 C 1 /
(4)
gi D
1 h N
for the ordinary queue and
. 1 C 2 /.1 h /
gih .h/ D
h
(5)
1 h N
for the central queue. In the above equations, h D
h ˇh and  D ˇ:
3.2

C
N

1

1

2

(7)

h

System throughput

System throughput is defined as
total serving time
;
E.T / D
system running time
where total serving time D

N
X

Œgi .i /ˇ C gih .h/ˇh C

i C1

gih .h/ˇh h ˇh C    C gih .h/ˇh .h ˇh /n C     D
N
X
. 1 C 2 /.N C h /
;
1 N h
N
X
system running time D
Œ

Cyclic time

Cyclic time is defined as the period between two polls
for one queue. It can be derived from Eqs. (1) and (2) as
follows:

1

C

2

C gi .i/ˇ C

i D1

gih .h/ˇh C gih .h/ˇh h ˇh C    C gih .h/ˇh .h ˇh /n C
N
X
. 1 C 2/
 D
;
1 N h
i D1
then the system throughput is
E.T / D N C h

4

Mean queue length

gi .j / D

(6)

h

for the central queue.

(2)

3

2

i D1

j D1

j D1

0

E.h / D

3.3

1

Aj .zj /Ah .zh /A ; zi C1 ;    ; zN ; zh A ;

t !1

1

for the ordinary queue and
1

j D1

0

C
N

1

E. / D N

D

(8)

Simulation and Characteristics Analyses

According to the above models, the theoretical
calculations and simulation results are obtained as
follows.
Figures 2-4 show that the theoretical and simulation
results are identical, demonstrating that the model
performs well.
(1) From the mean queue length, Fig. 2 shows that the
new model efficiently differentiates priorities between
the central queue and the ordinary queues. As mean
arrival rate increases, the central queue maintains a
shorter mean queue length than the ordinary queues.
(2) The mean cyclic time in Fig. 3 also shows that the
new model efficiently differentiates priorities between
the central queue and the ordinary queues. As mean
arrival rate increases, the central queue still has a shorter
mean cyclic time than the ordinary queues.
The central queue’s shorter mean queue length and
mean cyclic time prove that the model differentiates
priorities efficiently.
(3) Regarding the system throughput changes with
respect to the arrival rate, the proposed system achieves
consistent performance with no anomalies.
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and gated service for ordinary queues to achieve the
priority-based scheme. The system model was set up
according to the method of the imbedded Markov
chain theory and the generation function. A careful
analysis was made of the system performance E.x/
characteristics including mean queue length, cyclic
time, and throughput. Theoretical calculations and
simulation results are identical and show that the
system model differentiates priorities efficiently. The
new model can be effectively applied in priority-based
polling systems analysis.
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